165.   INTERVIEW TO "EVENING CHRONICLE"
[johannesburg,
After October 77, 1913]
Interviewed by the Evening Chronicle (Johannesburg) on Mr. Fischer's
recent statement,1 Mr* Gandhi said that during the last session of Parliament, all
the time the Hon. A. Fischer said he would grant nothing, so long as there
was talk of passive resistance, he continued to grant. He even withdrew his own
threat of removing the slight amendment in the marriage clause, if Indians did
not withdraw their demand for a better amendment. In spite of that threat
in the Senate, Mr. Fischer accepted the very amendment that was suggested
by the Indians, so that he could not help saying that Mr. Fischer was not to
be taken seriously.
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166.   KULSUMBIBFS CASE
A move is afoot in Durban to take this case to the Appeal
Court A bioscope show was also arranged to collect money for
the purpose. There is no harm in taking the case to a higher court,
but the community need not imagine that this is bound to bring
some gain. The case might just as well go against us as in our
favour. Even if the result should be so happy, it should be re-
membered that, where a marriage is solemnized in South Africa,
the wife will continue to be treated as a concubine. Hence those
who know what the struggle means must not become lukewarm*
The fight must be carried on in right earnest. We see on all sides
that everyone concedes our demands to be reasonable, the lat-
est instance being that of Mr, Orr, a member of Parliament, who
said in a speech in Maritzburg that the £3 tax must be repealed
1 In an interview to Reuter's Agency in London on October 17, Fischer
had said: "My own department deals with the Indians, and it is impossible
to alter the law on any material point. Indeed the spirit in South Africa is to
make the law more strict The Government will be content to let the law
stand. To meet the views of the Indians we will make administrative arrange-
njents where we can, but the popular sentiment and needs of South Africa must
be considered. Therefore the Indians in their own interest must be cautious and
moderate. If the Indians abandon theoretical questions and adopt a practical
standpoint, then a modus vimdi is possible."

